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 life and culture, documenting an important number of pioneering leaders and event

 that have not otherwise appeared in an encyclopedia.
 The work includes a Preface, an extensive Introduction, and a section on Latinas in

 the Southwest, Northeast, Midwest, Southeast and the Pacific Northwest. The body

 of the encyclopedia is shaped by a list of entries on individuals, organizations?par

 ticularly feminist Latina organizations such as the Hijas de Cuauhtemoc?important

 strikes in Latina history and themes such as Feminism, Entrepreneurs, Contemporary

 Farmworkers, Altars, Aztl?n, Aging, as well as Artists and many others, including a

 discussion of films that marked Latina/Chicana/o History including Giant, Corridos,

 Salt of the Earth, and Lone Star. At the end of each volume of the encyclopedia is

 a list of Biographical Entries, a list of Organizations, a list of Selected Readings in

 Latina History, Notes on Contributors, and an expansive Index.

 The work has received excellent reviews from academics. According to Darlena

 Clark Hine from Northwestern University, "This encyclopedia immeasurably

 complicates and enriches American history," and renowned Latina academic Lil

 lian Castillo-Speed believes that Latinas in America: A Historical Encyclopedia "will

 fill a gap in Latino Studies' scholarship and in Women's Studies as well." Maria

 E. Montoya, Director of Latina/o Studies at the University of Michigan calls it "a

 ground-breaking piece of collaborative scholarship that will reshape the way scholars

 think about U.S., Immigration, labor, and Latina/o history." She also believes that

 it gives "a more complete view of the complex world that Latinas have women to

 gether over the last five hundred years." While I agree that it is groundbreaking and

 essential, I look forward to an enlarged version of the encyclopedia that includes all

 the aforementioned overlooked Latinas not included in its pages. Might we be just

 a little bit more careful in our scholarship and production of encyclopedias? %

 Kristin M. McAndrews. Wrangling Women: Humor and Gender in the
 American West. Reno: University of Nevada Press, 2006. 175p.

 Christine Grogan
 University of South Florida

 Kristin M. McAndrews prefaces her book about humor and gender in the tourist

 town of Winthrop, Washington, with a poem by Linda Hogan titled "The Other

 Voices." Hogan's poem begins, "There are things we do not tell when we tell about

 weather and being fine." Those "things we do not tell" are what McAndrews seeks

 in her ethnographic study of the modern-day cowgirls who work in the Methow
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 Valley of eastern Washington State. After explaining the impetus for her project (a

 faux pas in which she assumed that Cowboy Bob was the boss of the lodge instead

 of Cowgirl Teresa), McAndrews explores the subversive implications of being a

 cowgirl and of their use of humor. Her book, which includes four chapters and 22

 illustrations, is a step toward remedying the lack of cowgirl narratives. As she pro

 vides the stories told directly from the cowgirls, thus portraying "the other voices,"

 McAndrews instructs the reader to "enjoy the ride" (xvi).

 In traditional feminist fashion, McAndrews explicitly calls attention to her posi

 tion in her research and discusses the problems involved when transcribing spoken

 language into written form. McAndrews tells the reader that she is viewed as an

 outsider: not only is she a dude among wilderness experts, but an academic tourist

 dude at that. McAndrews mentions the mistrust the word academic conjures up

 for the Methow Valley residents: academics (Ph.D.s) are referred to as "posthole

 diggers" (150). She also notes the sting the word tourist suggests when she explains

 that "permanent residents are still treated as outsiders twenty years after they arrive"

 (11). In addition, she admits to the difficulty of capturing the authentic voices of

 her subjects. Although wanting to include the narrative breaks?such as the urns,

 uh\ and ah's, the repetitions in speech, and the western accents?McAndrews

 admits that the nuances are too difficult to represent in written form because they

 disrupt the flow of the narrative. Yet despite her outsider status and the difficulties

 of creating authentic voices, McAndrews gathers much insider information from
 the women she interviews.

 McAndrews devotes many pages to defining the women whose stories inform

 the book. What is most striking is how she defines the women by what they are

 not. They do not want to be labeled as feminists, nor do they want McAndrews to

 "Betty Friedan" the research (46). And yet, as she notes, these women contain the

 American trailblazing feminist spirit. The stories they tell go beyond cowgirling:

 one cowgirl shares the story about the time she buried gold so that visitors thought

 that they struck the real thing; another cowgirl admits that she smoked marijuana

 in front of two police officers during a trip. What all of the stories reveal is a sense

 of endurance and strength and, most importantly, a sense of humor.

 In the introduction McAndrews clearly states that her thesis is to examine how

 the cowgirls of the Methow Valley use humor in their storytelling and what this

 humor reveals about issues of gender in the American West, but she does not ad

 dress the theories about humor until the final chapter, titled '"Nothing to Lose':

 A Horsewoman and a Tall Tale." Even though the reader gets glimpses of what is

 meant by the phrase "humor studies" throughout the book, McAndrews saves the

 theoretical discussion for the final few pages. She relies on the work of Claire Farrer
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 and Carol Mitchell and agrees that there is a gender division in storytelling. Accord

 ing to Farrer, "we have 'tall tales,' a male genre of storytelling; the female corollary is

 exaggeration. Men have 'stories' or yarns': women have 'gossip' or clothes lining'"

 (131). Essentially McAndrews' study challenges the belief that women's narratives

 are insignificant. It is not that the women she interviewed are not funny; in fact, just

 the opposite is true. The crux of her argument, which comes together by the end of

 the book, is that women's humor has been discounted because it has the potential

 to undermine the status quo. McAndrews expresses her hope that "this book has

 made clear that cultural norms about women's behavior endow their lying tales and

 jokes with a potential for subversion that makes their telling often unsettling for

 both teller and listener" (144). Indeed it becomes clear that women's humor has the

 potential to disrupt regional gender and narrative expectations. But, as McAndrews

 notes, it is too often an unrealized potential because women's humor challenges the

 traditional male-centered history.

 McAndrews is clear about the purpose of her study; she is not as clear about

 her methodology. We learn that in order to understand how humor operates in the

 Methow Valley, she conducted interviews with Winthrop's female wranglers. In

 her introduction, McAndrews states that the interviews ranged from one to eight

 hours?a considerable range. We are not told which women were interviewed for

 eight hours, which women interviewed for one, and which women were somewhere

 in between. Nor do we get the dialogue between McAndrews and the interviewees.
 It is the interviewees' stories that are included. Moreover, it is not until almost half

 way through the book that the reader learns the prompt read to the women to elicit

 their stories: McAndrews asked the women to explain a scary story that focused on

 a horse experience. The reader is not given the reasoning behind the choice of this

 particular question. The consensus in the stories that McAndrews received suggests

 that a horse wreck is the most feared occurrence among the women. She explains that
 the horse wreck has become a common motif in western art, with Claude Miller's

 "End of the Line" illustration as the quintessential depiction. Since she mentions

 Miller's painting, and since she provides many rich illustrations in her work, a replica

 of "End of the Line" is a glaring omission.

 Two other points in the book may puzzle the reader. The first occurs when

 McAndrews is discussing the western myth and argues that it consists of "the funda

 mental relationship between Man and Nature" (55). Although she clarifies what she

 means (man and nature are bigger and more powerful than woman), it is troubling

 that she does not explain Woman's intimate relationship with Nature. The second

 assertion that a reader may stumble over occurs when McAndrews writes, "Sharing

 stories with me does not necessarily mean sharing them with the community at
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 large" (139). The women telling the stories know McAndrews is going to publish
 the stories. In that sense, these stories will be shared with all who care to read the

 book?that is, the community at large.

 Despite a few shortcomings in Wrangling Women: Humor and Gender in the

 American West, McAndrews does an excellent job of portraying the cowgirls of

 Methow Valley. She makes her presence known in both Methow Valley and in her

 book. But McAndrews also knows when to cede center stage to the cowgirls, which

 she does most of the time. Her insightful comments about the community, in which

 the women occupy two subordinate positions (to men and to the tourists), add to

 her credibility as a researcher. In her epilogue, McAndrews compares her work to

 that of the cowgirls when she states she has "been full of fear while riding next to

 an academic abyss that always seemed to threaten a wreck" (147). Like the cowgirls

 she interviewed, McAndrews gets back on the horse and gives voice to those "things
 we do not tell." ?fc

 Cynthia L. Bejara?o. ?Qu? onda? Urban Youth Culture and Border
 Identity. Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2005. 23 5p.

 ?ngeles G. Aller
 Whitworth University

 This book by Cynthia Bejarano describes an ethnographic study carried out by

 the author herself. To complete the study, Bejarano worked closely with a group of

 adolescents of Mexican descent for four years, tracking their social and educational

 experiences at Altamira High School. The study sought to identify the identity

 building constructions of urban, Latina/o youth living in the "borderlands," the

 geographical area along the U.S./Mexico border. The purpose of the study was to

 better define the factors that led the participants to identify themselves with the

 various ethnicities encompassed within the term Latina/o: Mexicana/o or Mexican

 American/Chicano/a. As Bejarano describes, these varying identities ultimately

 result in the social stratification of the adolescents into a hierarchy created through

 discrimination and "internal colonialism" (45). The book begins with a description

 of the participants and the research setting, followed by seven chapters, each of them

 focusing on the various stages of her research.

 Chapter One provides a thorough introduction to the rest of the book, including

 a summary of the ethnographic research methods utilized during the study as well

 as a more detailed introduction to the research participants. It also summarizes the

 contents of the rest of the book. I find this introduction helpful in providing the

 necessary contextual background for understanding the rest of the text. Chapter Two
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